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Here you can find the menu of Streats Bistro Khaosan in Bangkok. At the moment, there are 13 dishes and
drinks on the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Streats

Bistro Khaosan:
that is worth it! if you have a long stay in Thailand and they miss some West-Whibe and cousin that the place!

forget all restaurants with pizza/pasta and European food . and bars with crispy eimers or low selection of drinks.
very friendly staff, helpful and positiw! we tried everything! it took moments to bring our orders to the table.

drinks, slides, burgers etc. we have asked for more: thanks for the beautiful ev... read more. What User doesn't
like about Streats Bistro Khaosan:

This is a good restaurant to get a quick bite with a variety of options on the menu from traditional Thai to western
and breakfast options and was very easy for us to get to due to access being underneath our hotel. The meals
were slightly small for the price point and the service was really not the best. We sat there for 2 hours after our

meals with our plates not being cleared or asking if we want anything more to... read more. The extensive
selection of coffee and tea specialties greatly enhances the value of a visit to Streats Bistro Khaosan, You

shouldn't miss the opportunity to try the flavorful pizza, baked fresh in an original manner. If you decide to come
for breakfast, you are offered a hearty brunch, Of course, the environment has a significant influence, meaning

the guests do not only appreciate the delicious dishes, but also value the bistro itself appreciate.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

P�z�
WESTERN

Chicke�
BUFFALO CHICKEN

�ngerfoo�
BUFFALO WINGS

Soup
TOM YUM

Chicke� Wing�
WINGS

Burger�
CHICKEN BURGER

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Frenc�
CROISSANT

Drink�
ICED AMERICANO

DRINKS

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

BEEF

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

PIZZA

PASTA

BURGER
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